Learning Activities: Year 5/6
Week Commencing: 13th July 2020
Weekly activities are available in Shared Files, within the just2easy section of the Hwb
homepage. When an activity is complete, please let me know using the ‘Learning
Conversation’ speech bubble. If you have created a new document, remember to give it
a name, and when using J2E make sure you save your work! Please do not hesitate to
contact me at harringtonl11@hwbcymru.net, or through the learning conversation on
HWB.

Literacy
1

Spelling
Log into J2Launch and select J2 Blast, then select Spell-blaster. Choose ‘Practice’
section, and then choose ‘Year 5/6’ spelling words using the slider. Use Spell Blaster
to practice these spelling words. The words will increase in difficulty the more you get
correct. If these words are difficult, you can change the words to a different year
group using the slider.
J2 Blast

2.

Reading: Moon Landing
Look carefully at the image and then read the Story Starter on the first page. There
are different activities to complete on the other pages. You will have to turn the
pages on J2e. You can complete the activities online using J2office or using scrap
paper. Ask me if there’s anything you aren’t sure about!
Moonlanding

3

Writing Task: ‘Year 5 and 6 Survival Guide’
This week will be the last time you spend in your current year group- Year 6 will be
moving into Secondary School, and Year 5 will be moving into Year 6!
I would like Year 6 to make a ‘Year 6 Survival Guide’ for Year 5 and I would like Year
5 to create a ‘How to Thrive in Year 5’ booklet for Year 4.
Include lots of tips and advice to help them prepare for their new class! Your
subheadings could include; ‘Life in Year 5 or 6’, ‘What You Will Learn’,
‘Things You Need to Know,’ ‘What You Should Bring.’
Follow the link below and look at the examples on HWB. You could make it as a
Powerpoint or use paper and upload a picture.
Home Learning > Summer 2 > Wb 13th July > English > Writing

1

Numeracy
Multiplication/ Division Facts

1

Follow this link and click on either ‘Times Tables’ or Division Facts. Try to do this daily
or as often as possible as it will really help with recall of basic multiplication and
division facts.
Hit the Button
Maths: 3D Shapes Worksheet and Make a Model

2

Follow this link to some information on 3-D shapes. Then complete this 3D shape
worksheet. When you’ve completed this task, read this information on 3D shape nets,
and complete this worksheet. When you have had some practice recognising 3D
Shapes and properties you could try making some 3D Shape Models at home. Make
sure you ask permission from a grown up! You can use straws, cocktail sticks, bits of
spaghetti, blu tack or marshmallows.
Active Learn Maths Games

3.

Please log into Active Learn and complete at least one Maths Game allocated for you
each week. Please email me if you need reminding of log in details.
Active Learn

Foundation Subjects
1

Taskmaster Activity
This is a series of fun challenges you can do at home with your families! One person is
the Taskmaster or Judge, so they decide who wins each challenge. If you enjoy these
challenges maybe you could try to think of your own!
Taskmaster Challenges

2.

Topic: Anywhere Island
First, open this Powerpoint, which has all the instructions for each activity. You will
find all the Activity Sheets you need in the Home Learning folder on Hwb. It is
designed to be completed over a few days, for each Lesson of the Powerpoint there is
an activity sheet, so take your time when working through it. If you have any questions
please let me know 
Home Learning > Summer 2 > Wb 13th July > Topic> Anywhere Island

3.

2

Art: Anywhere Island
Use this template to plan the different areas of your Island- from tropical beaches,
to a volcano made out of chocolate! Use your imagination- what would your dream
Island look like?

Y6 Transition
1

Useful Websites
Cwmtawe School Year 6 Info
Starting Secondary School Advice
Transition to Secondary School

2.

Transition to Secondary School Activities
This is a difficult time for Year 6 as many of them will be moving to Secondary School
in September without the traditional end of Primary School support and activities to
help prepare them. I would recommend visiting the Cwmtawe Website using the link
above as they have recorded many videos including Virtual Tours of the School, and a
video introducing the Head of Year and Y7 Form tutors. If your child is not moving to
Cwmtawe I would recommend checking their website and reading any information
available. I have shared the usual information with the secondary schools to ensure
the school can support your child’s needs. Here is a Transition Activity Pack that your
child can complete over the coming weeks to help prepare them. If you have any
questions or concerns please get in contact and I will do my best to support you in any
way I can.

This will be the last home learning plan for this term. Have
a good summer holiday and keep safe.

3

